
Natural stone
The beauty of the oldest source

of inspiration: nature



The beauty of the oldest source 
of inspiration: nature

Natural stone brings a touch of the authentic beauty

that comes from the earth into every project.

Marble, granite, limestone, travertine, and slate are just some

of the most popular varieties. Given their natural origin,

natural stones have colors that vary from piece to piece,

from neutral whites, grays, beiges, to richer colors such as reds, 

greens, and yellows, offering always different and unique

aesthetic results. Natural stone is luxurious and refined,

ductile and resistant, which lends itself to numerous applications

both indoors and outdoors: from flooring to cladding,

from bathrooms, kitchens and living rooms to patio paving

and garden edging, from buildings to outdoor seatings.



Via Dell’Arte is an American company with and international spirit 

and we are passionate about the products we promote and sell

Via Dell’Arte was founded by Luca Meneghini 

back in 2006 in Florida.

Luca gained valuable experience in the US 

ceramic market starting his career working 

for several years both on the Manufacture 

and Distribution side following four years 

in the architectural and builder division 

of Walker & Zanger for the  Southeast Region.

Today, Via Dell’Arte employees 7 people,

sells to over 150 Customers from large wholesalers 

to regional distributors and local importers 

across USA & Canada, and represents more 

than20 Vendors from Italy, Portugal, Morocco,

USA and Brazil.



Unique Stone Mosaics

Polinago, Emilia-Romagna, 
Italy
Emilia-Romagna is one 
of the Italian regions where artisan 
tradition is richest, a region 
where creativity and expertise 
come together to create products 
of excellent quality every day.

Best fields of use:

Best materials: Mosaics Natural
Stone

Interiors Luxury
Yacht

Kitchen & Bath 
Solutions

Terrazzo



Art2000 



Art2000 



Art2000 



Mondolfo, Marche, 
Italy
Since the Middle Ages, 
an important tradition 
of ceramic production 
developed in the Marche 
region, an artisan tradition 
that has evolved into a lively 
industrial reality still very 
active today.

Best fields of use:

Best materials: Ceramic
Wall Tile

Italian style worldwide

Interiors Luxury
Yacht

PoolsKitchen & Bath 
Solutions

Exterior
-Hardscape

Luxury
Vinyl Plank

Mosaics Porcelain
Tile

TerracottaNatural
Stone

TerrazzoSlabs
Pavers



Arvex



Arvex



Arvex



The marbles of Tuscany

Pietrasanta, Tuscany, 
Italy

Today, as in the Renaissance,
the quarries of Tuscany offer
the highest quality materials
for the realization of artistic
and architectural projects.

Architectural 
Elements

Cladding
Solutions

Exterior
-Hardscape

Interiors Luxury
Yacht

PoolsKitchen & Bath 
Solutions

Best fields of use:

Best materials: Mosaics Natural
Stone

Slabs
Pavers



Bacci Marmi



Bacci Marmi 



Bacci Marmi



Bacci Marmi 



The Italian Bluestone

Firenzuola, Tuscany, 
Italy

Today, as in the Renaissance,
the quarries of Tuscany offer
the highest quality materials
for the realization of artistic
and architectural projects.

Architectural 
Elements

Cladding
Solutions

Exterior
-Hardscape

Interiors Kitchen & Bath 
Solutions

Best fields of use:

Best materials:

Pools

Natural
Stone

Slabs
Pavers



Berti Sisto & C.



Berti Sisto & C.



Berti Sisto & C.



Building the future together

Carrara, Tuscany, 
Italy

Today, as in the Renaissance, 
the Carrara quarries 
are known all over the world 
for offering the most famous 
and appreciated marble.

Best fields of use:

Best materials: Natural
Stone

Slabs

Cladding
Solutions

Interiors Kitchen & Bath 
Solutions

Luxury
Yacht



Furrer 



Furrer 



Furrer 



Architectural 
Elements

Cladding
Solutions

Exterior
-Hardscape

Interiors Kitchen & Bath 
Solutions

Best fields of use:

Best materials: Mosaics Natural
Stone

Slabs
Pavers

Pools

We think limestone

Rabat, Rabat, 
Morocco

Moroccan ceramic art 
boasts centuries of history 
and traditions - the mosaic art 
of decorating architecture, 
floors, and walls with 
multi-colored hand-cut tiles.



Grand Stone



Grand Stone



Grand Stone



Architectural 
Elements

Cladding
Solutions

Exterior
-Hardscape

Interiors Kitchen & Bath 
Solutions

Best fields of use:

Best materials: Mosaics Natural
Stone

Slabs
Pavers

Pools

The essence of the stone to your needs

Chão da Feira, Leiria, 
Portugal

Porto de Mós, in center 
of Portugal is the most 
important limestone region 
in the country, which occupies 
more than two thirds of the 
Mesozoic Limestone Massif.



Pedrantíqua



Pedrantíqua



Pedrantíqua



viadellarte.com

http://viadellarte.com

